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About This Game

Unique shapes of colored blocks drop from the top. Your task is to avoid letting the stacked blocks reach the top by arranging
them in complete rows across the bottom. A completely filled row vanishes, giving you more opportunities to score. This game

requires superior finger-eye coordination to arrange the shapes quickly, and it gets faster with time. Enjoy! Check your skill
against other baKno players around the globe by posting your score in our Top Players list.
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Title: Tico
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Better than CoD. Amazing rag-doll physics. And more importantly, I can win rounds easily. Is it the greatest shooter ever made?
No. Is it close? Nope. But its fun, free, and few things are funnier than launching another player 100ft in the air for almost no
rhyme or reason.. A great ARPG that you should definitely play if you like Torchlight and Diablo.. This is a very interesting
puzzle game, with a unique mechanic. Nice music and a fun art style. The difficulty ramps up very well over the 80 levels and
gets very challenging by the end. If you like puzzle games, you'll get a few good hours out of this one!. I have 12 minutes in this
game. That is it. That's all it took. This game is garbage. I don't think anybody actually likes this. These positive reviews must be
fake. They must be.

Listen, if this game (in its current state) was on mobile, AND it was free, then i'm sure some people could get maybe an hours
worth of fun out of it, if they really tried. But not here, not on PC, and not for $5.

The graphics are terrible, the polygons hurt my eyes. the soundtrack is literally a 10 second loop that plays over and over and
over. The gameplay is the same through and through. You dodge chickens? I think they are? I can't even tell, and shoot them
with your minigun. Oh and by the way, you can't actually see the bullets coming out of the minigun, you can only hear the sound
effect.

When you kill them they splatter into red blocks. It's the same thing over and over, and it doesn't even do the limited thing it
does well. It's beyond mediocre, and terribly boring.

Please save your time and money, and stay away!. The feel:
This is a great game with a lot of potential. However there are a few things that could be significantly improved.
The feeling is of a shooter, fast paced but really strategic and positional at the same time. I have never seen anything
like it. You need to keep your eyes opened for immediate threats as well as avoid getting slowly pushed into a corner.
The powers available are really strong but they have limited uses and cannot be spammed thus strategic use of powers
is essential for success.

The gameplay:
You play as a nanobot inside an organism which in itself is already cool. You collect energy and can use that energy to
spawn other helper bots. You can keep the bots out and they attack enemies (and you can no longer fire yourself) or
you can pull them insisde the main nanobot and then you can fire on your own. The bots are stationary but their fire
power is higher than your own. You can pull bots and redeploy them at will for kiting enemies. After a mission you can
use energy to buy different helper bots. Advanced helpers come in two flavors, once you buy one helper type, the other
type becomes unavailable for that playthrough.
You get three main powers:
-a stationary shield that blocks incoming enemies (except mini bosses and bosses) and projectiles
-a mine that explodes after a while
-a mist that freezes enemies it touches

Powers may interact, for example a mine detonation will break a stationary shield in smaller travelling shields.
The freeze power can freeze a shield altough I dont know how it actually changes the shield.

The issues:
The game is highly positional which is good but the screen does not always move to keep the player ship in the center
which is contradictory to the positional spirit of the game. I mean if you need to stategise you should be able to see
what is ahead of you and not be surprized by it.

You have no control over firing. This is really annoying. I mean most bullets you fire have a travel time and you need to
fire ahead of the moving enemies but you cannot as there is no fire button. Everyone that can fire, does so at the
location of the cursor but they only fire if the cursor is over an enemy and only when the enemy is close to you. This
makes it impossiblle to shoot ahead of a moving enemies or even shoot at enemies that you can see but are far away!
This coupled with the fact that the screen is not always centered on the player makes for some very frustrating
moments.
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You can only spawn basic helper bots during figts! This is a major downside. This means that while you may have lots
of energy available you cannot use that energy to revive your advanced helpers. This makes a loss of a helper snowball
to a major inconvenience. Some helpers are damage dealers and usually losing one is not such a big deal but other
helpers are strategic and their loss could mean defeat. For example you may start the level with 6 upgraded attack bots,
1 helper and 1 antimissile bot. The loss of an advanced attack helper can be somewhat replaced by spawing a basic
attack helper but if you lose the healer or the antimissile you are basically screwed.

The bugs:
-The game crashes ocasionally with no reason
-I am currently stuck after defeating the freeze boss. It tells me to use the freeze power, I use it for a while and then the
game cycles again to tell me that now I can freeze enemies...

The suggestions for improvements:
-Make the player always be in the center of the screen
-Put in a fire button that the player can control. If the developers dont want players to snipe bosses from afar with no
risk of exposing themselves then they could make the bullets dissapear after traveling a certain distance.
-Develop a mechanic to allow for spawing of advanced helper bots (that are already unlocked) - or at least a mechanic
to spend energy to regain the bots that the player had at the start of the mission
-Eliminate the bugs that keep crashing the game
-Fix the issue preventing passing the freeze boss for some players

The conclusion:
-Nice game idea.
-High potential not fully realised yet.
-Worth a buy but only at a discount. I got it at around 6 EUR but I think it should sell for less in its current state. It
could be worth higher but only if the bugs and gameplay issues above are fixed.. It's great to see some upto date 2017
models and high end bikes added to the line up.

. Although not mentioned in store page, THE GAME AND ALL DLCS ARE IN OPEN BETA

"We are going to fix the BUGs and release the new DLC" -devs
However, new DLC is here, before they fixed the fatal errors of the game. What's more, tons of new BUGs are
introduced into the game.

They also said they will move to another game and come back later.
Welp, I guess they would never come back to this game full of BUGs.. Good RPG. Nice adventures.
The end of the game is beautiful.
Unfortunately there are some bugs, but you can let it go.
You can do all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. Long time waiting for this "thirty years" in Steam. Absolutely outstanding game,
nice and barroc enviroment. I only wait .... one day see the DLC "English civil war" ...
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The games controls are overtly sensitive with no way of chanign them, half the time the game glitches out and throws umbrellas
at the pigeon and the other half the buttons to even play the game don't work. The assets are apparently ripped from a Unity
pack, the gameplay is atrocious, all in all, don't waste your time.. As someone who has spent a little time in Hearthstone and
Rimworld, this game is ok but has a very very long way to go. I think 25.00 is way to much for the content currently. 10.00 to
15.00 would be more appropriate. There just isn't much to build right now. I hope the Dev sticks with this game. A 3d
Rimworld would be cool.. The game is awesome but there's a few things that I can think of to make the game better:
* Implement a challenge mode
* The music is awesome include a few more tracks
* The shield is the worst powerup because it prevents you from increasing your combo since it knocks cars away from you, it
should increase your combo everytime you hit a car
* More powerups\/malus in general
* More cars and more colors
* I could not see what power up I had when I was in first person view

I love the game though its fun to play when you just wanna chill out y'know.. I mean you can hear the pirated "Audio Jungle"
sound effect at the end of the waves but apart from the illegal use of audio assets its a great game for VR. I bought it because i
had a sale... This game is FREE on internet. This is stolen engine, weapons and models only one thing is "original" maps and
maps are horible thing. DON'T buy this game, find free version.. Like it alot, never get bored of the x-ray shots. Not much story
but it's not needed either, the gameplay is solid and makes more than enough up for the is no real story.

The maps are really good, from long to short range, you can tackle the objectives how you se fit. There is no real right or wrong
way.

Game is at strongest at its long rage shots, and it never gets boring to find new spots and try to do longer and longer range shots.

Personally i'd love for a Elite Sniper 5 to come out.. This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. The program is not a new idea,
except for the fact that it is made with Plex directly in mind. There are a few issues that can restrict what shows and plays on a
particular server when Plex will work just fine on any other platform. Definitely a huge pain in the ***. Besides the inability to
see all of the content, the simulation that you exist in is barebone. You can change to a couple locations or exist in a black world
and you can alter the screen size and location. The enironments themselves feel very, very fake. Over a decade ago I was
learning C++ and generated an entire prestine city out of code. It was beautiful, but too perfect and it looked.. well.. generated.
That is the only way I can describe the aesthetics. As for controlling everything.. the author really felt touch was the way to go.
Remember, this is a "I'm going to sit back in a Lazy Boy and watch a movie" program but for some reason a controller wasn't
thought up. To add to the sitting down should be the focus problems, if you are sitting and line up the black "VR Lazy Boy" to
your Lazy Boy perfectly you can accidently change the environment with your hands in a resting state on the arm rests. It was
really, really annoying to try to figure what madness was happening the first time I wanted to watch something.

On top of all of that no one has reviewed this game for well over a month, and the developer is nowhere to be seen. I would
HIGHLY DISCOURAGE buying this title until some serious work is done. I got it for 20% off the $9.99 price and still asked
for a refund.. Good game, I would recommend this to anyone who liked Stardew Valley or Harvest Moon.. I have only p[layed
the first 3 levels of this game. I like it, but there are a few agonising factors that i hope the devs fix somehow.

As most other reviews have said, the aiming of the arrows you fire does not feel very accurate. So its really hard to hit the
enemies. This wouldn;t be so bad, except you can kill your allies with a bad luck shot.
Also, the range on the arrows might need to be increased. I understand a real bow hasd to have a trajectory, But this is a game,
not an archery simulator, so the bow feels a little lackluster. I read a comment below about maybe adding a crossbow or similar.
Maybe that could be an option?

Also, i find i keep going to grab another arrow, but cant because my hands were too close together, which is a bit annoying,
especially with how inaccurate the aiming seems to be. And the teleport mechanic is annoying as with Quivr. "i need to move,
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shoot the portal, miss, try again, miss, again miss, over and over, and you are overrun... This is partially due to the aim and lack
of power with the bow. It feels like a kids bow with a sucker on the end of the arrow.

I have put this as reccommended, in hope the devs fix these minor, but annoying mechanics. Its a really great game! Just needs a
couple of minor tweaks.

If these tweaks don;t come, I may have to lower my rating, But i like to give devs a change.
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